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Professional singers DO actually exist [and]
they LOVE it; professional singers can be
very nice, kind, and helpful people; and
singing makes you cool!

SING!
The newest member of the SWINGLE SINGERS is second soprano,
Sara Brimer. Sara is from Tennessee and had been singing with the Swingle Singers
for three weeks as of their performance here in Birmingham on January 27. Needless
to say, this was an exciting time for her. She is “living the dream!” Fresh out of college
(ETSU, Johnson City, TN), she answered an e-mail announcing auditions for the
Swingle Singers and the next thing she knows, she’s moving to London, finding a
place to live AND memorizing about four hours of music in time for the January tour
of the Swingle Singers in the United States. How in the world did she do this!?   
In a conversation with her during their recent time in Alabama, one of our BBC
choristers asked her that very question. Her answer was not surprising, but was
wonderfully gratifying. “It has been very hard, but all of the other singers in the group
really LOVE this organization and the art that we serve. They have helped me more
than I can say; not only in learning the music and the staging, but also in settling in
to a new life.” And there it is…
What wonderful lessons for our young singers to learn: 1) Professional singers
DO actually exist! Not only do they make their living singing, but they LOVE it. 2)
Professional singers can be very nice, kind and helpful people. 3) Singing makes you
cool! (This last one sounds a bit odd, but if you heard them you know!!)
This is important! Kids (of all ages) whom we teach need to know that you can do this
for a living. You can be a choir teacher or a church musician or even a professional

singer. All of these are important and needful for a
healthy, vibrant society. Also, a simple act of kindness
and welcome for someone “new” costs you little,
but pays you much! Even non-singers need to know
this. Acts of kindness and courtesy and caring pay
big dividends to those whom we serve as well as to
ourselves. (One is reminded of the Master’s teaching
that “it is better to give than to receive.” Not that it
isn’t good to receive! Indeed, it can be very good to
receive, but it is BETTER to give! How different would
our world be if more people acknowledged this?…but
I digress!)
Finally, singing is cool! Somewhere along the line,
we Americans seem to have let go of this form of
expression. Perhaps we have too much music in our
lives, but I see a disturbing trend toward “not singing”
among our fellow Americans. We are becoming
so passive and “spectator” oriented that we would
rather have someone else make music for us instead
of having to expend the energy to make it ourselves.
We, as teachers of singing, need to address this at every
opportunity. Sure we need to teach our students the
elements of music, music reading skills, listening
skills, music history, etc. But, by golly, we need to
be encouraging kids and adults to SING! Every day!
Sing alone to improve and enjoy your skills. Sing with
others to create artistry and camaraderie. Sing and
make melody in your hearts! Sing with spirit and
understanding! Sing your whole life long!
It has been a privilege to serve as your State President.
May the Lord bless and keep you all!
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2008 Freshman Class Welcome Address
Karl Paulnack, Boston Conservatory

Back row left to right: Brent Coleman and Carl Davis; Front row: John Kincaid,
Damion Womack, Tim Sharp, Melissa Manly, Dan Cater, and Diana Mayhall.

I

f you missed the ACDA National Convention in Oklahoma City I urge you
to visit our national web site (acda.org) and read about some of the fantastic
performance, interest sessions, and events that, in my opinion, made this one of
the best national conventions in recent years. You can also purchase a souvenir
program directly from ACDA for $20.00.

As a member of the Southern Division ACDA Planning Committee for
the 2010 convention, I want to encourage you to submit session proposals
and recordings of your choir for the opportunity to be showcased in
Memphis. The convention dates are March 10-13, and the deadline for
submissions is May 15, 2009. With so many wonderful teachers and choirs
in our state, it would be great for Alabama to be well represented, and it’s
a superb opportunity for your students. You can download applications at
acda.org.
Finally, keep the faith! In a time of economic cutbacks we will once again have
to rise with full force to defend our livelihood. Here is a brief quote from Karl
Paulnack, pianist and director of music division at Boston Conservatory. This is
taken from his Welcome Address to the 2008 Freshman Class.

You’re not here to become an entertainer, and you
don’t have to sell yourself. The truth is you don’t
have anything to sell; being a musician isn’t about
dispensing a product, like selling used Chevies. I’m
not an entertainer; I’m a lot closer to a paramedic,
a firefighter, a rescue worker. You’re here to become
a sort of therapist for the human soul, a spiritual
version of a chiropractor, physical therapist, someone
who works with our insides to see if they get things
to line up, to see if we can come into harmony with
ourselves and be healthy and happy and well.
Frankly, ladies and gentlemen, I expect you not only
to master music; I expect you to save the planet. If
there is a future wave of wellness on this planet, of
harmony, of peace, of an end to war, of mutual
understanding, of equality, of fairness, I don’t expect
it will come from a government, a military force or a
corporation. I no longer even expect it to come from
the religions of the world, which together seem to have
brought us as much war as they have peace. If there
is a future of peace for humankind, if there is to be
an understanding of how these invisible, internal
things should fit together, I expect it will come from
the artists, because that’s what we do. As in the
concentration camp and the evening of 9/11, the
artists are the ones who might be able to help us with
our internal, invisible lives.

Jessica Kaufhold is the NEW President-Elect
In February over 270 ballots were mailed out to current AL-ACDA members and they were asked to vote for
the 2010-2011 President-Elect. The ballots were counted and the membership selected Jessica Kaufhold
to the position. Please congratulate Jessica and extend to her your willingness to help her as she prepares
to lead the Alabama Chapter of ACDA.
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Choral Music at Birmingham-Southern College

• The Concert Choir, Lester Seigel, Joseph Hugh Thomas Professor of Music, Conductor
• Southern Chorale, David Smith, Professor of Music, Conductor
• The Hilltop Singers (vocal jazz ensemble), Lester Seigel, Director
• “One Accord,” the College’s non-credit Gospel Choir, Antoine Andrews, Director
• Student Chapter of American Choral Directors Association
• Choral Master Classes with internationally-recognized conductors and composers,
including Eric Whitacre and Joan Catoni Conlon in recent years

Choral Scholarships are available by audition
for membership in the Hilltop Singers.
Contact Lester Seigel (lseigel@bsc.edu) for details.
http://www.bsc.edu/academics/music/choral.htm

The 2008-2009 Choral Music Season at BSC:
*November 23: Bach, Magnificat in D, BWV 243 with student soloists and members of the
Alabama Symphony Orchestra* 5:30 PM. Free admission.
*December 5 and 7: The 72nd Annual Service of Lessons and Carols, featuring the BSC Choirs
(7:30 PM on December 5 and 4:30 PM on December 7). Free admission.
February 6 and 7: Carl Orff: Carmina Burana, BSC Concert Choir joins with other college/university
choirs with the Alabama Symphony Orchestra, Alys Stephens Center, 8:00 PM.
March 18-24: Annual Concert Choir Tour. Check the choir’s website for locations, to be announced.
*April 5: Concert Choir Homecoming Concert, 4:30 PM. Free admission.
April 16, 7:30 PM. Master Class with SIMON CARRINGTON, Professor of Choral Conducting and
director of the Schola Cantorum, Yale University School of Music, Hill Recital Hall on campus.
Free admission.
April 27, Southern Chorale Spring Concert. Hill Recital Hall, 7:30 PM, Free admission.
May 4, Hilltop Singers Season Finale, Hill Recital Hall, 7:30 PM. Free admission.
*Denotes performance at Canterbury United Methodist Church, 350 Overbrook Road, Birmingham.

For more information,
contact Lester Seigel,
Director of Choral Activities
205.226.4957

lseigel@bsc.edu

acda ad_draft 1.indd 1
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Strategies for Working With
Inexperienced Singers In Your
Choir…Don’t Forget the Basics!
Dr. Patricia Corbin, College & University Choirs R&S Chair

A

teaching the round in unison which is beneficial for the reasons listed earlier,
and when the singers are secure with the melody; have them sing it as a round.
The singing of rounds and canons can be a great way to begin or end a choral
rehearsal. Create ostinatos for singers with limited ranges.

Partner Songs | Partner songs are two or more independent melodies that

s choral directors we are constantly working on building our choral

can be sung together. They are a great next step in building the skills necessary

programs, no matter how long we have been teaching. We often come to

to sing independent parts.

a point in our teaching careers when we find ourselves with a choir largely filled

with inexperienced singers. Perhaps we have moved from a school with a great

The Challenges of Working With Inexperienced Singers

choral program to one that needs rebuilding, or perhaps our most experienced

It is a challenge to find quality beginning choral repertoire that is age and

singers have graduated and we have a new group of students who don’t have

gender appropriate, especially for singers at the high school level. As you screen

the skills that we have been used to. What do we do?

literature for your ensembles, keep a watchful eye for selections that fit the
profile of a round or partner song. Often they are not labeled as such but upon

It is important to remember that singing is a skill that can be improved. However,

careful analysis, they are. Ask your fellow choral directors for suggestions

no matter how old the singer is, if they are inexperienced, you will have to give
them the instructional building blocks to succeed. This means, for example,

Inexperienced singers often have limited ranges when they first begin singing

that when working with an 11th grade young man who is in choir for the first

in your choir. The more opportunities they get to practice singing, the more

time, you may have to work with him on basic singing techniques that you

their ranges will extend and tone quality and intonation will improve. Monitor

would normally use with middle school singers. You then must find a way to

their progress carefully.

cloak your efforts in more sophisticated and age appropriate methods.
Classical art song repertoire is a great choice for unison singing at the high

Unison Singing | When choirs sing in unison, you as the director can
concentrate your energies on a unified approach to developing good singing

school level. It is easily available, often grouped by range and gender, and is
sophisticated enough for your older
singers.

JUST A REMINDER

group may not be ready for anyway.

1. You must teach them to sing

When your entire choir sings a selection in unison, the support of the group

well. Remember, you may be the

may help to get them stretch their ranges and utilize more head voice then they

only voice teacher your students

would if they were divided into parts.

have. Give them a foundation of
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skills that will last a lifetime.

VOICES

Middle school and High school singers have ranges that are markedly different,
so unison singing as an ensemble may not be possible. Here are some ways to

2. You must teach them to read

address this problem:

music. Be rigorous and relentless
with your sight-reading and music

1.

Test all of the singer’s voices and put them into groups of the

theory instruction. It is your job

same gender and roughly the same range.

to help your students attain music

2.

Teach these individual groups appropriate solo literature, such

literacy.

 

YOUNG
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techniques without the added stress of teaching individual parts, which the
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Here are some strategies that are not new, but worth repeating.
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as art songs or musical theatre selections that fit within the
individual group’s range. Make certain to choose solo repertoire

3. You must get them (eventually!) to sing successfully in parts. Remember that

that those students can use for Solo & Ensemble, college entrance

this is a sequential process and your students must go through the process to

auditions, or community service performances.

achieve this skill. There are really no shortcuts.

3.

While you are working with these groups on solo literature, have
the other students do theory written work.

4. You must give them numerous opportunities to practice singing (remember

4.

Have a recital at some point during the school year and allow

that it is experience rather than age that develops singing skills.)

these students to sing the songs as individuals.

One last thing….

Rounds & Canons | Rounds and canons are standard literature used to

Do everything in your power to get these inexperienced singers to return to

introduce inexperienced singers to singing in parts. Again, you will begin

your program next year; they will be so much better!
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Inexperienced Singers
UNISON
Easy Songs for the Beginning (Soprano, Mezzo-Soprano/
Alto, Tenor, Bass), various volumes, Joan Frey Boytim,
Hal Leonard Publications.
24 Italian Songs and Arias (G. Schirmer)
26 Italian Songs and Arias (Hal Leonard)
First Book of (Soprano, Mezzo Soprano, Tenor, Baritone/Bass)
Solos, Joan Boytim, ed., Hal Leonard
Expressive Singing Anthology, Van Christy, ed, Brown
Publisher
Pathways of Song, Alfred Publication
Anthology of Italian Song of the 17th & 18th Centuries,
Parisotti, ed., Alfred Publications & G. Schirmer
Classic Italian Songs for School and Studio, Maybelle Glenn &
Bernard Taylor, eds., Theodore Presser Publications
Italian Arias of the Baroque and Classical Period, Alfred
Publications
The La Flora Collection, Wilhelm Hansen Publisher.
Songs for Bass in a Comfortable Range, Leonard Van Camp,
Carl Fischer Publications
www.cdsheetmusic.com
Rounds & Canons
Canons & Crotchets the York Minster Two-Part Anthem Book,
Richard Shephard, St. James Music Press
Rounds for Everyone from Everywhere, Salli Terri, Alfred
Publishing
Old and New Rounds and Canons, Harry Wilson, Shawnee
Press
The King Singer’s Book of Rounds and Canons, Hal Leonard
Publishing http://www.halleonard.com/item_gif/
08743259.gif
77 Rounds and Canons, Simpson, Novello & Company
Best of Canons and Rounds (From the 13th Century to the
Present Day), SMD Schott Music Distribution
Rounds New and Found, Teresa & Paul Jennings, Plank Road
Publishing
Sing With Me! Learn With Me! (Forty-One New Rounds,
Partner Songs and Speech Ensembles for Young Singers),
Elizabeth Gilpatrick, Alfred Publishing.
Purple Cow and Other Rounds, Finck, E.C. Schirmer
Easy Canons, Reichenbach, Theodore Presser
Classic Canons, Patrick Liebergen, Alfred Publishing
Rounds from ‘Round the World, Jill Gallina, Shawnee Press
Ethno Kanons: 14 Kanonische Warm-up Songs for School
Choir and Class, Helbling Publishinghouse, Innsbruck/
Austria (canons from four continents).
150 Rounds for Singing and Teaching, Edward Bolkovac &
Judith Johnson, Boosey & Hawkes
Partner Songs
Partner Songs for the Whole Year Long, Ruth Elaine Schram,
Belwin Mills Publishing
Let the Praise Go Round, SAB Hal Hopson, Warner Bros
Play for Me a Simple Melody, Irving Berlin’ Kirby Shaw,
arr., Kirby Shaw Music

Music Selection for Middle School
Choirs…Easier Said Than Done
Jeannie Bubbett, Junior & Middle School R&S Chair

M

usic selection for middle school choirs can be a daunting task….trying to find
the right pieces for each group.…something to challenge my students, a
meaningful text, a piece that teaches musicianship skills, or maybe just something
fun with an upbeat message! Some years the perfect music just seems to fall in my
lap, and I’m happy with my concert music selections. Sometimes I’ll have a piece or
two during the year that I wish I’d studied a little more or looked for something with
a little more depth….or wish I’d simply pulled a “tried and true” piece from my own
music library and recycled it! It’s also a good thing when we can take the music that
we teach and find connections to history, math, science, literature, or just life in
general!

Earlier this year my sixth graders performed Rollo Dilworth’s arrangement of
John Henry (HL08551978). It is chocked-full of good stuff: learning to sing eighth
notes straight and then in a swing style, tempo changes, breathing exercises to create
a strong “tsss” for the steam engine sound, a tie-in to science/history with the
development of the steam drill and the fact that the piece is a traditional railroad
work song, etc. While working on the piece we discovered that Leeds, Alabama, has
John Henry Days as part of their Downtown Folk Festival! According to legend, John
Henry helped dig some of the tunnels that are in Double Oak Mountain. Several of
my students came to school with web sites and interesting information that they’d
found on John Henry and this song! Bonus points were awarded for historical facts
that were shared with the class, and they all enjoyed singing the piece!
My seventh grade girls enjoyed Ken Berg’s arrangement of the traditional spiritual,
Little David, Play on Your Harp (HL08744979). It’s a great piece to work unison
singing with triads; it has some rhythmic challenges; articulations, tempo and
dynamic contrasts—lots of good teaching opportunities with this piece! The
accompaniment is not easy, but is absolutely beautiful “intentionally imitative of a
harp.” Written in 6/8, it is in sharp contrast to most arrangements, and my girls
enjoyed comparing/contrasting Ken’s arrangement to recordings of others—lots of
listening and discussion!
To me finding music for Boys’ Choir is the most challenging….usually due to the fact
that their voices change practically hour to hour! Come Sail Away With Me from
Mark Patterson’s Two Unison Songs for Male Chorus, (BL472) has beautiful phrasing
and dynamic contrast exercises within the music. Breath control, blend, and rhythmic
accuracy are challenges for the boys as well. We used lip trills on this one—it takes
lots of air! Most importantly the unison singing helped the boys learn to use their
ears—taking turns singing in small groups of three or four while the class listened
for matching pitches, blend, etc. The guys decided who needed help and I placed
them next to a strong singer, or we sang in circles…..anything to keep them singing
and help them build confidence!!
Finally, under the category of “fun and upbeat message” Greg Gilpen’s Put a Little
Love in Your Heart (with Love Train) (Shawnee E 0484) fits the bill! We added some
easy upper body riser-choreography and used it as a mass choir piece to end the
concert! Unison singing and easy harmony make it a quick-learn, and everyone (choir
members and audience) enjoyed the message!
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ACDA Southern Division Convention • March 10–13, 2010

March

10–13,2010

AMERICAN CHORAL DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION
Southern Division Convention

Plan to participate as a performer or presenter in 2010!
2010 Conference Applications for Performance and Presentation
now available for download at

acda.org/conferences
FORM

POSTMARK DEADLINE

Application for Choral Performance

May 15, 2009

Call for Interest Session Proposals

May 15, 2009

Children’s Honor Choir Application

October 1, 2009

SATB Junior High Honor Choir Application

October 1, 2009

High School Women’s Honor Choir Application

October 1, 2009

High School Men’s Honor Choir Application

October 1, 2009

Memphis Skyline by Exothermic at flickr.com. Used by permission.
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Men’s Choir
Megan Wicks-Rudolph,
Men’s Choir R&S Chair
Tell My Father
(From The Civil War: An American Musical)
TTB; arr. Andrea Ramsey #02501096;
Musical Theatre
The song tells a wonderful story about a son’s
dying wishes. The son wants to make sure that
his father finds out how he fought with valor and
pride. These are his dying wishes.
Even though this piece is listed TTB, it has a
very singable Tenor II part. The song is two-part
quite a bit, so very singable for both young and
older boys. There is also a violin obbligato that is
extremely beautiful.
Ain’-a That Good News!
TTBB; arr. William L. Dawson
#T 104-A 568626 (JW Pepper); Spiritual
This is a classic piece for men’s choir. Anything
with William Dawson’s name attached is a winner!
You boys will love this piece because of the fun
rhythms and constant change in dynamics. The
polyphony makes this piece a challenge. Once the
boys understand their individual parts, the piece
falls into place. I would not recommend this for
a beginning men’s choir or a young men’s choir
due to the vocal ranges and independent singing
required for each of the sections.
Set Down Servant!
TTBB; Robert Shaw #4033502 (JW Pepper);
Spiritual
In order to carry off this piece well you need to
have excellent tenor and bass soloists. The ranges
are also pretty extreme, especially the tenor I part.
The entire piece is homophonic with several
repeats. The boys will really enjoy the rhythmical
text. This again is not a piece to do with young
singers or not very experienced choirs.
Johnny Schmoker
TTBB (but you can do it in unison octaves!);
James Rodde #SBMP344; Novelty
Even though this piece is written TTBB, I have
done it in unison octaves, two-part, three-part,
etc. It is a really fun song that you make motions
up for the different instrument sounds. The song
gets faster and you have to reverse the order of
the sounds as you are singing it. I bet you can
find it on YouTube. This song is definitely a crowd
pleaser, and the boys really enjoy singing this!

Shenandoah
TTBB; arr. Marshall Bartholomew
#7211 (G. Schirmer); Traditional Chantey
Marshall Bartholomew is an arranger that you
can almost guarantee his pieces will be winners!
His version of Shenandoah is no exception.
The basses are expected to hit a low E. If this is
a problem for your choir, rewrite the bass part
to take it up an octave. The song is homophonic
and the harmonies are very pretty. This would be
a great contest/concert piece.
Bright Is the Ring of Words
TBB; Douglas E. Wagner #OCTM03003;
Concert
This song is based on a Robert Louis Stevenson
poem, which Douglas Wagner has set beautifully
to music. The song would be hard for middle
school tenors unless they can sing a C below
middle C. This is a really lovely piece that would
be appropriate for contest or competition.
Of The Father’s Love Begotten
TTBB; Edwin T. Childs #AMP0593;
13th C. Plainsong
Of all of the pieces mentioned, I believe this is
the most difficult (but extremely cool!). It begins
in unison with the Gregorian Chant. The next
section adds the pedal tone (which we added
the dropped octave). The pedal tone transfers
between the bass and tenor part. The notes are
not difficult…keeping this in tune is the difficult
part. The voicings are so open and sparse! If you
think your boys can hold this in tune, this is a
fabulous piece! (We even tried adding a handbell
to help with the intonation.)
Brother’s Sing On
TTBB; Howard D. McKinney #J.F.&B. 6927-5;
Concert
If your boys have not sung this piece, you need
to get it! This is a wonderful song for your guys
to sing. It is extremely repetitive with an A and B
section. The entire piece is homophonic. There
is some cross voicing between the tenor II’s and
baritones that makes it a little more of a challenge!
Your boys will love to sing this piece!
Joshua
TTB; arr. Kirby Shaw #08551549; Spiritual
Joshua is very repetitive with an opening followed
by an A, B, A, B, A form with a tag on the end.
The driving rhythm seems to be very appealing
to both the audience and the singer. This is a fun
piece for a concert or contest.
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Choral Clichés
Tim Banks, President-Elect

“At the end of the day...”
“That being said...”
“When all is said and done...”
“Facts are...”
“For better or worse...”
“When you get down to it...”

D

uring the recent election season I, like
so many, became a television political
junkie. You know the type…just couldn’t
get enough of CNN or Chris Matthews’s
“HardBall” or “Meet the Press” or whatever
else was going in the run-up to the big day.
But I grew so frustrated when I heard person
after person litter their pseudo-intellectual
speech with the newest in a long lineage of
clichés: “…but at the end of the day….” Gee
whiz, I got tired of hearing that phrase!!
One day I had an epiphany (uh-oh, that’s a
cliché too!) We all fall prey to the cliché.
Occasionally we dress these up as “tried and
true,” “things that work!” and so forth. Don’t
get me wrong, I am a sinner here as well. But
I wonder if our own choral clichés might need
a second look. Am I always beginning and
ending concerts or services or presentations
in the same old ways? That’s deadly to the
self-renewing choral musician. And maybe
worse…is it always the same stuff in between?
How do we lose our clichés?
Here are a few brief suggestions for
consideration:

•
•
•

Begin with a soft piece, instead of the
“MGM-style” beginning
Insert the spoken word (reading the
poem aloud before the performance of
a setting, or perform works that include
spoken narration)
Insert movement or dance…or
processional…
continued on page 9
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SHHHH…Listen Up:
A Lesson in Listening
Margaret Heron, Sr High School Choir R&S Chair

Scenario: You begin your choral class by
playing a recording of Chanticleer performing
a beautiful Renaissance piece. You ask your
students to get out a piece of paper and
describe the following: tone quality, rhythm,
texture, tempo, and voicing, balance and
blend.
Okay, after your kids recover from the sheer
audacity you had in expecting them to have
PAPER and something to write with in
CHOIR, what kind of response would you
receive (written and verbal)? Would they
listen, agog in anticipation of that Picardy
third in the tenor2 part (I couldn’t resist),
or would they laugh and make jokes about
“those guys singing like girls?” Would they
know how to describe any of the prior
mentioned aspects, or would you get
answers like “good,” “okay,” “cool,” or “flowy”
(I know, it’s not really a word!)?
Now, I realize that you are thinking, “When
am I supposed to have time to do written
activities or listen to anything while
preparing for District, our next concert,
sight-reading, next week’s assembly and
the Spring Musical?” Well, let me respond
with “You won’t unless you make time!”
Listening is a skill that is quickly becoming
extinct amongst young (and old) persons
today. Students rarely have silence in their
day, but they are only hearing and not
thoughtfully listening. As music educators,
it is our duty to teach students how to listen
and analyze what they are hearing. This job
becomes tougher every year, compounded
by the disintegration of writing skills in
our youth (except those acronyms and
one letter words used on MySpace and
in their text messages—what exactly is
ROTFL???). So, we must forge ahead with
diligence and MAKE our students listen
and write about what they are hearing. I try
to do this weekly, selecting a wide variety
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of styles, groups and quality. I spend time
at the beginning of the year teaching them
how to describe the various elements and
WHAT to listen for in the performance.
And, I have found that my students are now
much more interested in the comments
on the adjudicator sheets (no, I did not say
‘scores’) from District and such, as they now
understand what those comments mean!!
I could go on about the benefits, but you
can figure them out on your own. If you’re
not integrating your instruction with some
sort of listening and analysis activity, give
it a try and I think you will be surprised at
the response. Who knows, maybe one day
that student will grow up, get a degree and
become your boss!! Wouldn’t it be helpful
if they knew how to listen with focus and
intelligence when you come to them and
fully explain your intense need for that new
set of risers (it’s only $8,000) or the use of
the gym (can’t those PE classes meet outside
today?) for your dress rehearsal? Indeed! So,
lest this scenario might come to be, let us all
make certain that our students learn how to
listen. If not, 10 years from now, that boss/
principal might respond to your requests
unfavorably, or quite possibly, ROTFL…

Dr. William Dehning, our guest clinician,
offered comments and suggestions regarding
the performance. This non-competitive
environment provided the opportunity for
each choir to participate in the art of choral
music by performing literature and serving
as an audience for other school choirs. It
was also an opportunity to observe a
nationally renowned clinician work with
each ensemble.
Planning is already underway for the
2009 festival, which will be held Thursday,
November 12 in Birmingham. So mark
your calendars now! This year’s festival will
incorporate a few changes to the format of
the day. An e-mail with details will be sent
out this summer. If you would like more
information regarding this event, or if you
have suggestions for improvement, please
contact Jessica Kaufhold at jkaufhold@
jeffstateonline.com.

2008 Festival Participants
Alabama A&M University
Auburn University
Birmingham-Southern College
Huntingdon College

Collegiate Choral
Festival A Huge
Success!
Jessica Kaufhold, Two-Year College Choirs

O

n November 13, 2008, 703 college
students, representing choirs from
16 two-year and four-year colleges and
universities from around the state gathered
at Bluff Park United Methodist Church in
Birmingham for the 6th Annual Alabama
Collegiate Choral Festival. Several area
high school choir directors attended and
received professional development credit,
and a 17th college brought several students
to observe. It was an amazing day! Each
choir sang two–three selections, and then

Jacksonville State University
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R epert o ire

B uilder

Thomas R.
Smith Award

Two-Year & Community College
Jessica Kaufhold, Two-Year College Choirs

After receiving
nominations from
all across the
state, the selection
committee of the
A l a b a m a AC DA B o a rd i s p l e a s e d to
announce that the first recipient of the
Thomas R. Smith Award for Excellence will be
Ms. Diana Mayhall. For more than three
decades, Ms. Mayhall has produced some of
the finest church and school choral music in
our state. She is currently the Choral Director
at Hoover High School and is also the Music
Director at Bluff Park United Methodist Church.
The Alabama ACDA will present this award to
Ms. Mayhall at Summer Celebration in July.

Below, you’ll find five pieces that I have programmed within the past two years for
one of my community college ensembles. These are pieces that worked well for
us—meaning the pieces kept the interest and enthusiasm of both me and the students,
provided learning opportunities for us, and were well-received by our audiences at
performances. Choosing repertoire is one of the hardest but most important things
we, as choral directors, do. I would LOVE to know what works for you! Let’s start
a discussion! Please send your suggestions to me at jkaufhold@jeffstateonline.com.
With your permission, I will share ideas with other choral directors in our state.
Come Sunday
SATB (with some divisi), solo, piano accompaniment (though it also works a cappella)
Duke Ellington, arr. Alice Parker; G Schirmer HL50481495
Great way to include jazz in your repertoire; lovely, challenging harmonies, but the chords
repeat…making it a bit more approachable; nice chance to highlight a soloist with a nice
range (G3 – Eb5); I programmed this work for a 16-voice select ensemble, and my students
really enjoyed working on this piece!
The Water is Wide (Traditional)
SATB Chorus, SATB Octet, Alto solo, piano; arr. Grant Cochran; E.C. Schirmer No 6697
This is a combination of the traditional American melodies The Water is Wide and Shenandoah.
The SATB octet covers Shenandoah and the full chorus covers The Water is Wide. Really lovely
piece! The choir and audience enjoyed the familiar melodies and the rich harmonies. Very
approachable note wise; important piano part; great chance to highlight a small ensemble.
Wait on the Lord
SAATBB a cappella; Rosephanye Powell; Gentry Publications JG2202
Fun piece! Similar to her well-known The Word was God, this piece alternates building
rhythmically driven ostinatos with contrasting sections with lovely melodic focus. Neat
harmonies (the altos have a particularly “juicy” part). Pitches and rhythms are very approachable
with lots of teaching opportunities regarding attack, dynamics, and contrasting mood.
Balulalow
SATB a cappella (with some soprano and bass divisi); Eleanor Daley; Alliance Music
Publication AMP 0435
Balulalow is the Scottish word for lullaby—this sacred text works well on a Christmas
program. If you are familiar with Daley’s beautiful harmonies (the In Remembrance
movement from her Requiem is a great piece to explore for All Saints services!!), then this
piece will not disappoint. Tender text, flowing melody and lush harmony. My students
always smiled when it was time to work on this piece. I’ve seen it done well by a smaller
ensemble (16 voices) or a larger ensemble (50 voices).
Weihnachten from (No 1 from Sechs Spruche, Op. 79)
SSAATTBB a cappella; Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy; Available on CPDL
Great piece that is worth the effort! Truly 8-part with lots of voice crossing, but Mendelssohn
writes well for the voice! The parts are in a good range for the voices. German text (translated
Rejoice, ye people of the earth, and praise God! The redeemer is come, whom the Lord has
promised. He has revealed his justice to the world. Hallelujah! as posted on CPDL.org). Energetic,
active declamation of the text, alternating between polyphonic and homophonic textures. I
enjoyed working on this piece so much that I have programmed the third portion of this opus
this semester.
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continued from page 7

Insert acting during long preludes or interludes …
or what about staged choral portions of shows?
(Show Choir’s got nuttin’ on Gilbert & Sullivan!!
or Sondheim!!!)
Use a song to move from one formation to
another
Use audience participation (sing-a-long)
Watch out, here’ a new cliché: multimedia
presentation…but if you haven’t used it, it’s not
yet a cliché for you, right?!
Vary the accompaniment group…or go
a cappella!

As you can see, these are simple and fairly obvious
suggestions. Still they take a bit of imagination to
employ in the right mixture for every situation. I have at
least figured out that if a “misdirection” play gets more
yardage in football, I should consider a similar addition
to my own choral playbook on a regular basis. So, at
the end of the day when all is said and done, when you
get down to it, I hope my choristers and listeners gain a
sense of the drama and emotional impact of choral music
in an ever-changing, always intriguing adventure that
renews and refreshes. I guess, for better or worse, the
fact is: that’s my job!
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Choral Riser Spacing and Choral Sound:
Why There Is a Connection
Marvin E. Latimer, Jr., Ph.D., Youth & Student Activities

Authors note: This article is taken from ideas presented in an interest
session at the Alabama Music Educators Association 2009 In-Service
Conference.
Various opinions regarding the correct method of chorister placement
within the choir have existed throughout the history of choral music
pedagogy. A common thread among these methodologies appears to
be that the choristers are treated as if they are unchanging sonic entities
that can be reconstituted to suit the needs of the choral ensemble or the
choral work without influencing how the individual voices are made
and played. Recent research, however, suggests that choral singing
is a natural phenomenon, largely mediated by learning—that it is
something distinctly human, likely subject to the inconsistency and
unpredictability of human nature.
The various chorister considerations under investigation generally
fall into two categories: one biological and one philosophical. Leon
Thurman, for example, argued that human voices function within the
context of rather complex neurobiological “bodyminds” (Thurman
& Welch, 2002), which in turn operate in intricate sociological
contexts. Christopher Small contended that singing consists of two
major relationships: the sounds produced and the people who make
those sounds (Small, 1998). Choir research to date has largely focused,
properly so, on the first group of Small’s relationships (those among
the sounds produced).
But my many years of experiences attending choral concerts and
adjudicating choral festivals have caused considerable personal
perplexity about what seems to be a “choir riser culture” phenomenon—
the way choristers mount the risers, stand on the risers, and exit the
risers. For example, I have observed that many (if not most) of the
school choirs participating in choir festivals take time before singing
to readjust their standing arrangements. Moreover, most of them tend
to stand in close shoulder-to-shoulder formation, even when there is
sufficient riser space to spread out more.
Recent research seems to fly in the face of such practices. Studies have
demonstrated, for example, that choristers sing and sound better when
they are standing in a place where they can efficiently hear their own
voice without over-singing—in a more spread out formation. Also,
audiences prefer the choral sound that ensues from choirs that perform
with spread spacing. Finally, choristers themselves believe their vocal
production is much less restricted in such circumstances.
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But are these phenomena purely connected to one’s ability
to relate to others aurally, or do factors strictly associated with
comfortable interpersonal distance come into play? Surely we have
all experienced some endless choral performance where we were
uncomfortably sandwiched into the choir formation. What happens
if we reverse the order of looking at things, and first focus some
attention on the second group of Small’s relationships (the people
who make the sounds)? That is, do basic inter-personal phenomena,
particularly those associated with “territoriality” and “personal
space,” contribute to relationships among the choristers and the
sounds produced by choristers?
We know that interpersonal proximity is specific to particular
contexts and cultures: human beings do not have static, unvarying
“personal space bubbles.” There appear also to be differences related
to one’s sex, whether others are considered friends or strangers, and
whether the distance involved is front, rear, or side-to-side. Some
preliminary research findings suggest that such considerations
also influence singing within a choir on choral risers. Of particular
interest is the finding that interpersonal distance preferences
might indeed change in a “choir culture,” and that individual vocal
production might reflect those preferences.
Those findings suggest that choristers seem to prefer spread riser
spacing to close riser spacing. Men appear to experience less
discomfort with close riser spacing than women. And choristers,
on the whole, show less tolerance of persons of the opposite sex
standing closer to them than persons of the same sex, regardless
of whether these persons are friends or strangers. In short, some
comfortable interpersonal distance preferences seem to be
abandoned, either consciously or unconsciously, in “choir riser
culture.” That conclusion is particularly intriguing because it
apparently exists independently from aural considerations.
These findings are only preliminary and warrant further study. Still,
they seem to support the notion that spacing and placement of
choristers on risers has a significant influence on their ability and
willingness to “sing their own voice in their own way” (Ratledge,
2009). One could argue, given the number and complexity of the
issues related to chorister spacing and placement that it is quite
likely impossible for directors to make informed decisions about
such matters without thoughtful and ongoing communication with
the choristers themselves.
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May 17, 2009

The
Birmingham Boys Choir presents their 31st Annual Spring Concert

4:00 pm at Mountain Brook Baptist Church


3631 Montevallo Road South, 35213
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The University of

Montevallo
Department of Music
Montevallo, Alabama

2009 Young Musicians’ Camp
Who?

Guitarists, Instrumentalists,
Pianists, and Vocalists
Ages 11–18

When?

Sunday, June 21–
Friday, June 26, 2009

Where?

University of Montevallo

Scholarships Are Available
For more information visit
www.montevallo.edu/music
or call
205.665.6670
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Membership Renewal…hmmm?
Glinda Blackshear, Membership Chair

Because you are reading our Alabama ACDA
newsletter, Reprise, you obviously at some point
made the wise decision to join ACDA. Now your
membership renewal notice has arrived, both online
and in hard copy, and you have a decision to make.
For many of you, there’s only a slight hesitation before
you write that check – or better still, type that credit
card number into the online renewal form. You know
what a difference ACDA has made in your journey as
a choral musician.
To paraphrase the world’s best-read book,,“ Where
your money is, your heart will be also”. Your financial
commitment to ACDA demonstrates for your choir
members that your heart is still in the profession to
which you were called. In these lean economic times,
I hope you will make ACDA membership a personal
and professional priority.
For those of you who are either procrastinating or even
considering allowing your membership to lapse, let me
reiterate some of the benefits of ACDA membership:

ALABAMA ACDA STATE LEADERSHIP

President

Every month you will receive the Choral Journal from national ACDA.



At least twice a year you will receive the Alabama newsletter, Reprise.



If you teach at the college level, you may participate with your choir in the
annual Collegiate Choral Festival each fall. Choirs perform for each other
and for a renowned guest clinician, who offers helpful hints on the spot.



If you are a middle school music teacher, you may take students to the Young
Voices Festival each May. Over 1000 young singers work with excellent
conductors for two days, then present an outstanding concert for the
public.



If you are a choral director on any level, you may be invited to perform in
the Invitational Festival in February. Choirs perform for each other and for
the public, with input from a world-class guest clinician.



You may attend the Alabama ACDA Summer Celebration, where you’ll
hear from fine clinicians, interact with your colleagues, and get terrific new
repertoire ideas.



You may attend a National Convention on odd-numbered years, or a Division
Convention on even-numbered years, where you will hear and observe the
finest choirs and conductors in the world.

Ken Berg

Birmingham Boys Choir

205-803-3455

President-Elect

Tim Banks

Samford University

205-726-2486

Vice-President

Shirley Ellison

Secretary/Historian
Treasurer
Membership
Young Voices Festival
Editor
Boy & Children Choirs
College & University Choirs
Community Choirs

Huntington College

John Kincaid

334-269-3811

gdavis@huntingdon.edu

Simmons Middle School

205-439-2127

jkincaid@hoover.k12.al.us

Shelton State Community College

205-391-2344
205-391-4766

gblackshear@sheltonstate.edu

205-424-0637

lisalatham@aol.com

University of Montevallo

205-665-6675

packwoodgd@montevallo.edu

Lisa Latham
Gary Packwood

tpbanks@samford.edu
shirlellison@mac.com

Gene Davis

Glinda Blackshear

ken@birminghamboyschoir.com

Damion Womack

The Montgomery Academy

334-273-7161

womack.d@montgomeryacademy.org

Patricia Corbin

Jacksonville State University

256-782-5544

pcorbin@jsu.edu

Todd Norton

Colla Voce

Junior High/Middle School Choirs

Jeannie Bubbett

Thompson Middle School

Men’s Choirs

Megan Rudolph

Vestavia Hills High School

205-402-5293

wicksml@auburn.edu

Multicultural Music & Perspectives

Ian Leoppky

University of North Alabama

256.765.4515

irloeppky@una.edu

Music & Worship

Lester Seigel

Birmingham Southern College

Margaret Heron

Mortimer Jordan High School

205-379-4850

mannheron@yahoo.com

Senior High Choirs
Show Choirs
Two-Year College Choirs
Women’s Choirs & Jazz Choir
Youth & Student Activities
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Java.todd@gmail.com
J2Bubbett@shelbyed.k12.al.us

lseigel@bsc.edu

Rebecca Rockhill

Florence High School

Jessica Hall

Jefferson State Community College

205.856.7900

rrockhill@fcs.k12.al.us
jhall@jeffstateonline.com

University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa

205-348-0393

mlatimer@music.ua.edu

Vacant
Marvin Latimer

Spring 2009

You direct.

You perform.

You teach.

You search...
Look.
Listen.
Know.
Order.
jwpepper.com

JWPepper

®

It’s Where You Shop For Music.
AMERICA’S SHEET MUSIC SUPPLIER SINCE

1876.

The best service on the planet. 15 locations across the country. Visit jwpepper.com Call 1-800-345-6296 Fax 1-800-260-1482 email: satisfaction@jwpepper.com
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Save the Dates!"
AL-ACDA "

Summer Celebration"
Friday-Saturday"

@

July 10-11, 2009"
Mountain Brook Baptist Church - Birmingham

Interest Sessions re+ec-ng all R 2 S areas
Concert by the Birmingham Chamber Choir
Reading Sessions …
and some more Reading Sessions!!!
Resource Room for Browsing and Ideas
Food, Talk and Fellowship with your Colleagues from All Over …
Registra-on, lodging, and program informa-on coming soon. Further informa-on, contact
Tim Banks (AL‐ACDA President‐Elect) at 205‐726‐2487, Or tpbanks@samford.edu

Session ideas may include: special

Call for Session Proposals :: DUE APRIL 25
Submit general proposal idea to
Tim Banks, AL-ACDA President-Elect
e-mail : :
fax : :
mail : :
		

Reprise
Gary Packwood, Editor
University of Montevallo
Department of Music
Station 6670
Montevallo, AL 35115

tpbanks@samford.edu
205.726.2165 ATTN: Tim Banks
c/o Samford University School of the Arts
800 Lakeshore Drive, Bham AL 35229

choral literature, warm-ups &
rehearsal techniques, ideas for
panel discussions, technology,
group dynamics, vocal health,…
the list goes on!
LET US HEAR FROM YOU!

